[Stelae for failed time]  Brian Ferneyhough

Language: English
Category of work: Musical work
Date: 2004
Note: Texte de Charles Bernstein. - Commande de Françoise et Jean-Philippe Billerant pour l'IRCAM. - Date de composition : 2004
Grouping notice: No

Editions of [Stelae for failed time] (1 resources in data.bnf.fr)

Scores (1)

Stelae for failed time (2012)
Persons and organizations related to [Stelae for failed time] (1 resources in data.bnf.fr)

Composer (1)

Brian Ferneyhough

See also (3 resources in data.bnf.fr)

In BnF (1)

Equivalent record in Catalogue général

On the Web (2)

Equivalent record in FEVIS
Equivalent record in VIAF